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  New B.C. Real Estate Rules  
March 1, 2018 
No. 2018-08 

Real estate developers and individuals with vacation property in British Columbia will be 
affected by significant new real estate measures proposed in B.C.’s 2018 provincial budget. 
The budget, which was delivered on February 20, 2018, increased property transfer tax on 
some property, announced a new speculation tax and introduced new rules to better track 
changes in beneficial ownership. Although many of these new budget measures are 
intended to improve tax enforcement, some changes may inadvertently affect common real 
estate transactions. 

Background 
British Columbia’s Finance Minister Carole James delivered the province’s 2018 budget 
on February 20, 2018. The budget includes various housing-related tax measures, 
among other changes to eliminate the Medical Services Plan premiums and introduce 
an Employer Health Tax. For details, see TaxNewsFlash-Canada 2018-06, “Highlights 
of the 2018 British Columbia Budget”. 

 
Provincial Property Transfer Taxes 

The budget increases the provincial Property Transfer Taxes (PTT) to 5% (from 3%) on 
residential property values above $3 million. This measure is effective February 21, 2018. 

In addition, the budget stipulates that the additional PTT that applies to foreign purchasers 
of residential properties will increase to 20% (from 15%) and expands the tax from the 
current Greater Vancouver Regional District to include the Fraser Valley, Capital, Nanaimo 
and Central Okanagan Regional Districts. These measures are also effective February 21, 
2018. Transitional rules (although not defined in the budget) may exempt eligible property 
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transactions entered into before February 21, 2018 for these newly added areas. However, 
no transitional rules will be applicable for transactions in Metro Vancouver. 

The budget also states that transfers of a bankrupt’s principal residence from a trustee in 
bankruptcy to the bankrupt or the bankrupt’s spouse or former spouse are exempt from tax, 
for transactions that occur on or after February 21, 2018. 

KPMG observations 
Although these measures are intended to improve housing affordability by discouraging 
foreign buyers from buying property in Metro Vancouver, it is not clear how this increase 
will make homes more affordable for average British Columbian families. Although 
British Columbia also geographically expanded the scope of the foreign buyers’ tax, it’s 
not clear how this scope was determined.  

 
Speculation tax 

The budget introduces a new speculation tax on residential property in British Columbia at 
a rate of 0.5% of assessed value, starting in 2018. This tax will increase to 2.0% of 
assessed value in 2019 and will initially apply to the Metro Vancouver, Fraser Valley, 
Capital and Nanaimo Regional Districts and in the municipalities of Kelowna and West 
Kelowna. This new annual property tax is intended to target foreign and domestic home 
owners who do not pay income tax in British Columbia, and will provide up-front 
exemptions for most principal residences, qualifying long-term rental properties and other 
special cases that were not defined in the budget. 

In addition, the budget introduces a non-refundable income tax credit to offset the new 
property tax to provide relief to persons who may not otherwise qualify for an up-front 
exemption, but otherwise pay income taxes in British Columbia. This non-refundable 
income tax credit can be carried forward to future taxation years.  

KPMG observations 
Despite its name, the “speculation tax” will apply to ownership of property, not on 
speculative profits from selling real estate. Taxpayers who are affected by this new tax 
will see a significant increase in the carrying cost of owning non-exempt residential 
properties.  

It’s not yet clear what specific exemptions will apply and how the non-refundable credit 
mechanism will work, since British Columbia has not yet released legislation to enact 
this change. For example, it’s not clear how the tax will apply where a partnership owns 
the property (since a partnership does not pay tax and therefore is not able to use a tax 
credit) or where the property is being developed. It is also not clear whether British 
Columbia intends to expand the scope of this tax to other parts of the province.  
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Although the budget did not contain any specifics on how the non-refundable tax credit 
would be calculated, if the tax credit is intended to simply reduce B.C. income taxes 
dollar for dollar, then the amount of annual income required to recover $20,000 of 
speculation tax paid in a year on a $1 million dollar home would generally be about 
$190,000, assuming current marginal tax rates. 

 
School tax 

The budget increases the provincial school tax on residential properties. The budget 
applies a tax rate of 0.2% to the portion of residential assessed value between $3 million to 
$4 million (i.e., up to $2,000) and 0.4% to the portion of the residential assessed value in 
excess of $4 million (i.e., an additional $4,000 for every $1 million of value above such 
upper threshold).  

KPMG observations 
The new school tax rates will apply to individual properties exceeding set thresholds, 
even though existing law annually sets district-wide rates on the value of all property, 
such rates differing only by district or part.  

The new rates could be substantial for some taxpayers. As a result of this change, a 
home with an assessed value of $5 million would pay $6,000 in extra school taxes. 
Depending on the district the home is located in, this could mean that the taxpayer’s 
total school tax levy could double. Further, a house valued at $7 million would pay 
$14,000 extra, or potentially triple the school tax levy, and so forth. 

 
Online accommodation platforms  

The budget requires online accommodation platforms, such as Airbnb, to register as 
collectors. As a result, these platforms will be able to collect and remit provincial sales tax 
as well as municipal and regional district tax on accommodation, thereby relieving owners 
and lessors of accommodation units from the obligation to register. 

Home owner grant 

The budget increases the property value threshold for the full home owner grant to $1.65 
million for the 2018 tax year and for properties valued above this threshold the grant is 
reduced by $5 for every $1,000 of assessed value in excess of this threshold. This measure 
was previously announced on January 3, 2018. 

Agricultural Land Reserve  
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The budget states that British Columbia is looking to change the property tax treatment of 
residential property in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) as part of a broader review to 
ensure that ALR land is being used for farming. 

Tax administration & information sharing 

The budget also enhances tax administration and information sharing, including measures 
to: 

• Require developers to collect and report comprehensive information about the 
assignment of pre-sale condo purchases 

• Introduce the collection of additional information about beneficial ownership on the 
Property Transfer Tax form, including tax identification numbers for transferees through 
bare trusts 

• Increase the limitation period for assessments and introduce administrative penalties 
for non-compliance 

• Expand the general anti-avoidance rule (in section 2.04) to the entire Property Transfer 
Tax Act. 

Beneficial transfers through bare trusts 

The budget introduces a number of measures to track information on beneficial ownership 
of land. Specifically, the budget introduces the collection of additional information about 
beneficial ownership on the Property Transfer Tax form, including tax identification numbers 
for transferees through bare trusts. In addition, the budget establishes a publicly accessible 
registry of the beneficial owners of all property in the province. 

KPMG observations 
Although British Columbia did not specifically impose a tax on beneficial transfers of 
property, it notes that its new budget measures aimed at tracking transfers through bare 
trusts are intended to allow for the “development of new taxation models in the future”.  

However, as indicated earlier, the budget also expands the scope of the “general anti-
avoidance rule” so that the anti-avoidance rule that currently applies only to the foreign 
buyers’ tax regime will now apply to the entire Property Transfer Tax Act. As a result, tax 
may now apply to certain domestic real estate transactions that may have previously 
avoided, reduced or deferred PTT.  

 
We can help 
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Your KPMG adviser can help you assess the effect of the tax real estate changes in this 
year’s B.C. budget, and point out any benefits or ease their impact. We can also keep you 
abreast of the progress of these proposals as they make their way into law. 
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